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Michael has been a chaplain for 14 years and
has practised in both hospital and prison
settings so I asked him to reflect on his deep
experience over this time.

Thriving at Work

He has found the engagement fascinating and
rewarding but it proved to be full of

(comment on the
Stevenson / Famer
review of mental
health and
employers)

challenges! Michael has found an enduring
theme throughout his ministry as a chaplain that the focus has to be on the people the
chaplain interacts with. The job is totally
‘pastoral’ and contrasts with congregational
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ministry where the focus often has to be
more about buildings, maintenance,
structure, organisation - pastoral elements
having to be ‘squeezed in’ to the time left
over! The focus in chaplaincy, Michael finds,
has to be about the individual’s agenda something he learnt very early on in his
ministry. (Continued...)

www.cambsworkplacechaplaincy.org.uk
www.twitter.com/cambschaplains

An Enduring Theme continued...
He recounts an incident in prison where after a service in the chapel a female prisoner
approached him (and he was in ‘dress-down’ non-conformist mode) and asked,
“Excuse me Father, do you do blessings? My cell mate has a rosary she’d like blessed!”
Now to a Baptist minister, not wearing a clerical collar, that’s a funny question.
However, Michael felt a voice in his head saying, “it’s her agenda that is important, not
yours”. He took the lady and the rosary to the cross in the chapel and prayed for her
and her cell mate.
Michael believes it is about ‘walking the path’ with those who need, not imposing
anything, but trusting that God is in that situation. He remarked that often the
recipients of this experience spontaneously relate to the famous “Footsteps” story. It’s
about relationships, building trust and hearing the cries of the heart. The rewards can
be seeing God work in people’s lives. He had some time as a hospital chaplain and
found there that relationships with patients are very short term due to the average
stay in hospital reducing in contrast to the prison where even with short sentence
offenders, the ‘revolving door’ operates and relationships get renewed on sometimes
a frequent pattern!
The job is not without its frustrations. Michael has experienced increases in
boundaries and bureaucracy over the chaplain’s work as a product of increased
regulation (particularly over safe-guarding which in principle he doesn’t disagree with).
In his time as chaplain at the prison he has seen a great increase in the casual use of
drugs which hinders and inhibits progress and the work of the chaplain. This can be
seriously draining, affecting other prisoners as well as the work of chaplains and
prison staff, particularly in a setting which should be a safe place.
In terms of outcomes for all the inputs, Michael has been encouraged when the repeat
offenders decrease the frequency of return visits to prison and sometimes he has
heard of completely changed lives - often after a local church has taken the individual
‘under their wing’. He acknowledges that the chaplain may not see outcomes and is
reminded of Jesus’ experience of the lost sheep found or healed lepers not returning.
He cautions aspiring chaplains not to rely on praise for their encouragement! Overall,
Michael sees the joys far out weighing the frustrations and recommends the
experience as a great area to be in.
Regarding lessons from chaplaincy into congregational ministry, Michael feels that
Ministers should be seen as chaplains to their group of people – ie as the pastor not as
leader, leaving the management of ‘the church’ to others - just as Acts Ch 6 prescribes
with the appointment of deacons! For the future, he believes the gathered church
should make a deliberate choice on ‘moving forward’ not ‘maintaining history’.
Interview by Clive Morton with Rev. Michael Page
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News from Cambridgeshire Workplace Chaplaincy
Funding of our work
We are very grateful to our friends who make monthly or one-off
donations - thank you for your ongoing support. Any financial
contribution is gratefully received and goes towards promoting our
work and supporting chaplains.
If you would like to make a one-off or regular donation our details
are as follows:
Bank: Metro Bank
Account Name: Cambridgeshire Workplace Chaplaincy
Sort Code: 23:05:80
Account Number: 27019196
or You can post cheques to our registered address:
Cambridgeshire Workplace Chaplaincy, The Lodge, Bury Lane,
Sutton, Ely, Cambs CB6 2BD
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News from Cambridgeshire Workplace Chaplaincy
Dates for your diary
Cambs Workplace Chaplaincy
Informal networking events
Join us for an informal networking evening with a talk on a topic related
to workplace chaplaincy.
Each event takes place at Arthur Rank Hospice Charity in their Education
and Conference centre
Thursday 11th April 5pm-6:30pm
Thursday 3rd October 5pm - 6:30pm

Insurance for chaplains in Cambridgeshire

We are pleased to offer workplace chaplains insurance through our
own policy with Case Insurance.
If this is of interest to you as a workplace chaplain and would like
further information and a copy of the policy please contact
Jane Thompson info@cambsworkplacechaplaincy.org.uk who will be
pleased to send you further details.
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What progress has been made when it
comes to Thriving at Work?
Opinion pice by Paul Farmer CEO,
Mind

17th January marked the inaugural meeting of the Thriving at Work Leadership Council, held at
10 Downing Street and bringing together senior leaders from a range of organisations
committed to embedding the key principles underlying good mental health at work. It seemed
like an opportune moment to take a look back on what has been achieved since the Thriving at
Workreview was published in October 2017.
The aim of the review—commissioned by the prime minister and led by Lord Dennis Stevenson
and I—was to look at the extent of poor mental health at work and the effect this was having
on our workforce and economy.
The review’s findings were more stark than we imagined, with 300,000 people who experience
long term health problems losing their job every year and 15 per cent of people in work having
symptoms of an existing mental health problem. Additional research by Deloitte found that
poor mental health at work costs the UK economy between £74 billion and £99 billion a year,
which includes a cost to employers of between £33 billion and £42 billion.
In light of these findings, the review set out a total of 40 recommendations for employers, the
UK Government and other stakeholders. Included within the recommendations were six ‘core
mental health standards’ that include things like implementing a mental health at work plan,
developing mental health awareness, encouraging conversations about mental health,
improved working conditions and monitoring employee mental health and wellbeing. Further
recommendations—‘enhanced standards’—were made for larger organisations. All the
recommendations were accepted by the UK Government in their Work, Health and Disability
paper, ‘Improving Lives’.
The scale of this challenge cannot to be underestimated but, on the whole, things are moving
in the right direction. The civil service has developed a new Mental Health Support Sense
Check to help its departments in England and Wales assess how well they are meeting the core
and enhanced standards, building up a more complete picture of areas of strength and areas
for improvement. In addition, they have set a target for 90 per cent of senior civil service
leaders to be trained as Wellbeing Confident Leaders by the end of 2019.
Prioritising mental health at work for those working within the NHS is more important than
ever. The eagerly awaited NHS long term plan for England was published earlier this month,
and sets out how the Government and other agencies will work together to improve services
within key priority areas over the next 10 years, including mental health. (Continued...)
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We were pleased to see greater investment in mental health as we know that too often, people
don’t get the help and support they need, at a time of rising demand for mental health
services. While these ambitions are welcome, they cannot become reality without investing in
the workforce—recruiting, retaining and valuing the caring, dedicated staff with the necessary
skills and expertise we need to do the incredibly challenging jobs we often take for granted.
Key to this is ensuring their mental health and wellbeing are promoted and supported by
implementing the standards outlined in the review.
There are still areas we need to see urgently prioritised. In their manifesto, the UK Government
committed to improving the legal definition of disability to ensure that more people with
mental health problems are covered by the protections provided by the Equality Act 2010, but
we’re still awaiting an announcement. Under the Act, employees are protected if their mental
health problem meets the definition of a disability, i.e. it has a substantial, adverse, and long
term effect on their ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities, and they have told their
employer about it. Their employer then has a duty to make reasonable adjustments to their
role, such as a change of hours or workspace, or responsibilities. We hope that this key piece
of anti-discrimination law is strengthened appropriately.
The Government also committed to making Statutory Sick Pay more flexible, so that people are
able to make phased returns to work. We appreciate that this is something that needs to be
done very carefully but the consultation, due soon, has been a long time coming.
We want to reach a point where all workplaces recognise the value of recruiting and nurturing
a diverse workforce of talented employees.
It takes time for employment practices and cultures to change. Employers have made great
strides in the past year or so indicating a commitment to creating mentally healthy workplace
cultures. Increasingly, employers are recognising the value—both economic and social—of
taking staff wellbeing seriously. While more employers are on board when it comes to
promoting mental health at work, there is still a huge disability employment gap. We want to
reach a point where all workplaces recognise the value of recruiting and nurturing a diverse
workforce of talented employees, including those whose mental health may have prevented
them working previously. With the right support, work can be a place within which all of us can
thrive.
Advice on how to implement the Thriving at Work recommendations is available here
via Mind: Mental Health at Work guide. This article has been directly taken from Mental
Health at Work blog piece: https://www.mentalhealthatwork.org.uk/blog/whatprogress-has-been-made-when-it-comes-to-thriving-at-work/
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Prayer & Events Diary: March 2019
PLEASE SEND CONTRIBUTIONS TO: INFO@CAMBSWORKPLACECHAPLAINCY.ORG.UK

1 Mar: St David's Day
2 Mar: Pray for all chaplains working in prisons
across Cambs
3 Mar: Pray for all those working in healthcare
professions, caring for others

20 Mar: Spring Equinox
21 Mar: A special date for many faiths:
PURIM - Jewish carnival festival
NAW-RUZ - New Year’s Day for the Baha'i faith

as they prepare for Lent

HOLI Hindu spring festival
MAGHA PUJA Buddhist
JAMSHEEDI NORUZ Zoroastrian (Iranian) New
Years Day
21-22 Mar: HOLA MAHALLA Sikh Festival

6 Mar: Ash Wednesday - first day of Lent

22 Mar: Pray for all those facing workplace

7 Mar: Pray for the work of CWC who have

stress and anxiety. Help them find support.

their Trustees' meeting today

23 Mar: EVENT 11am-4pm: Local charity

8 Mar: Pray for empowering women worldwide

Extended Hands are holding their

on International Women's Day

International Women's Day Conference with

9 Mar: Pray for all those fighting addiction

the theme Purpose, Power and Potential.

10 Mar: Pray for all carers who give up their

FREE event, Peterborough Town Hall, Bridge

time with dedication and love

Booking: E: info@myeh.org M: 07913

11 Mar: Pray for our emergency service

208859 Book online here.

workers

24 Mar: Pray for all those facing financial

13 Mar: EVENT: Parks at One, 1pm, Trinity

hardship

Centre, Cambridge Science Park. Finding

25 Mar: THE ANNUNCIATION (Anglican / Roman

strength in a world filled with pain. Matt

Catholic) LADY DAY

Lillicrap works for a Cambridge city centre

26 Mar: EVENT: Managing Mental Health in

church as a pastor and has practiced in

the Workplace - one day conference in

medical related organisations. Having worked

London. Delegate places for voluntary and

on the front lines amidst the very personal

charitable organisations from £245+VAT. Read

reality of human fraility and suffering he is able

full details here

to bring a much needed and fresh viewpoint to

27 Mar: Pray for all those who work in retail

this important issue.
14 Mar: Pray for those recently diagnosed with
an illness, and for their loved ones
15 Mar: Comic Relief / Red Nose Day. We thank
the work of the charity worldwide and hope
they raise many millions today.
16 Mar: Pray for workplace chaplains working
across the county
17 Mar: St Patrick's Day
18 Mar: Pray for all those facing huge personal
conflict who need strength and support
19 Mar: Joseph Day - A day to honour Joseph

facing worries over high street pressures

4 Mar: MAHASHIVRATRI [Great Shiva Night]
Pray for our Hindu friends on this night
5 Mar: Shrove Tuesday - pray for all Christians

28 Mar: Pray for all those working in the
agricultural sector
29 Mar: Pray for all those working in educating
our children and young people - may they guide
and support with care
30 Mar: Pray for all those running their own
business who may experience loneliness
31st Mar: Mothering Sunday and Simnel
Sunday. Pray for all Mothers across the globe
who devote their love and care to their children
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